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General remark: In order to prevent the use of instructions or sequences of instructions that do not operate correctly, we 
encourage you to use the “lint563” program to identify such cases and use alternative sequences of instructions. This program 
is available as part of the Motorola DSP Tools CLAS package.

Silicon Errata

Errata Number: ES131

Applies to Mask: 1L60W

Description (added 11/28/00):

When all of the following conditions are true:

1. Executing a conditional change of flow (branch, jump) instruction and the branch or jump is not taken, 
and

2. One of the two program memory words following that instruction includes an address or displacement (as a whole 
word, or as a field),
and

3. DMA transactions are occurring simultaneously,

the address or displacement might not be calculated correctly.

Workaround: Do one of the following:

A. If only the second word after the instruction includes the address or displacement, add one NOP after the 
conditional branch,
or

B. If the first word after the instruction includes the address or displacement, add two NOPs after the conditional 
branch.

Errata Number: ED1

Applies to Mask: 1L60W

Description (added 11/9/98)
XY memory data move does not work properly under one of the following two situations:

1. The X-memory move destination is internal I/O and the Y-memory move source is a register used as destination in the 
previous adjacent move from non Y-memory

2. The Y-memory move destination is a register used as source in the next adjacent move to non Y-memory.

Here are examples of the two cases (where x:(r1) is a peripheral)
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Errata Number: ED4
Example 1:

move #$12,y0 
move x0,x:(r7) y0,y:(r3) ;(while x:(r7) is a peripheral).

Example 2:

mac x1,y0,a x1,x:(r1)+      y:(r6)+,y0
move y0,y1

Any of the following alternatives can be used:

A. Separate these two consecutive moves by any other instruction.
B. Split XY Data Move to two moves.

Pertains to: DSP56300 Family Manual, Section B-5 "Peripheral pipeline restrictions.

Errata Number: ED4

Applies to Mask: 1L60W

Description (added 10/31/1997)

The following instructions should not start at address LA:

MOVE to/from Program space {MOVEM, MOVEP (only the P space options)}

This is not a bug but a documentation update (Appendix B, DSP56300 Family Manual).

Errata Number: ED28

Applies to Mask: 1L60W

Description (added 1/7/1997; identified as Documentation Errata 2/1/99)

When two consecutive LAs have a conditional branch instruction at LA-1 of the internal loop, the part does not operate properly. 
For example, the following sequence may generate incorrect results:

DO #5, LABEL1
NOP
DO #4, LABEL2
NOP 
MOVE (R0) +
BSCC _DEST;conditional branch at LA-1 of 
 ;internal loop
NOP;internal LA

LABEL2
NOP;external LA

LABEL1
NOP 
NOP 

_DEST NOP
NOP 
RTS 

Workaround: Put an additional NOP between LABEL2 and LABEL1.

Pertains to: DSP56300 Family Manual, Appendix B, Section B-4.1.3, “At LA-1.”
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DSP56374E
Errata Number: ED32

Applies to Mask: 1L60W

Description (added 11/9/98; identified as a Documentation errata 2/1/99)
When returning from a long interrupt (by RTI instruction), and the first instruction after the RTI is a move to a DALU register (A, 
B, X, Y), the move may not be correct, if the 16-bit arithmetic mode bit (bit 17 of SR) is changed due to the restoring of SR after 
RTI.

Workaround: Replace the RTI with the following sequence:

movec   ssl,sr
nop
rti

Pertains to: DSP56300 Family Manual. Add a new section to Appendix B that is entitled “Sixteen-Bit Compatibility Mode 
Restrictions.”

Errata Number: ED33

Applies to Mask: 1L60W

Description (added 12/16/98; identified as a Documentation errata 2/1/99):
When Stack Extension mode is enabled, a use of the instructions BRKcc or ENDDO inside do loops might cause an improper 
operation. 

If the loop is  non nested  and has no nested loop inside it, the erratais relevant only if  LA or LC values are being used outside 
the loop. 

Workaround: If Stack Extension is used, emulate the BRKcc or ENDDO as in the following examples. We split between two 
cases, finite loops and do forever loops.

1. Finite DO loops (i.e. not DO FOREVER loops)

==============================================

BRKcc

Original code:

do #N,label1
.....
.....

do #M,label2
.....
.....
BRKcc
.....
.....

label2
.....
.....

label1

Will be replaced by:

do #N, label1
.....
.....

do #M, label2
.....
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Errata Number: ED33
.....
Jcc     fix_brk_routine
.....
.....

nop_before_label2
nop     ;This instruction must be NOP.

label2
.....
.....

label1
....
....

fix_brk_routine
move #1,lc
jmp  nop_before_label2

ENDDO
------

Original code:

do #M,label1
.....
.....

do #N,label2
.....
.....
ENDDO
.....
.....

label2
.....
.....

label1

Will be replaced by:

do #M,label1
.....
.....

do #N, label2
.....
.....
JMP     fix_enddo_routine

nop_after_jmp
NOP  ; This instruction must be NOP.
.....
.....

label2
.....
.....

label1
....
....
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DSP56374E
fix_enddo_routine
move #1,lc
move #nop_after_jmp,la
jmp  nop_after_jmp

2. DO FOREVER loops

===================

BRKcc
-----

Original code:

do #M,label1
.....
.....

do forever,label2
.....
.....
BRKcc
.....
.....

label2
.....
.....

label1

Will be replaced by:

do #M,label1
.....
.....

do forever,label2
.....
.....
JScc    fix_brk_forever_routine  ; <--- 

note: JScc and not Jcc
.....
.....

nop_before_label2
nop     ; This instruction must be NOP.

label2
.....
.....

label1
....
....

fix_brk_forever_routine
move ssh,x:<..> ; <..> is some reserved not used

address (for temporary data)
move #nop_before_label2,ssh
bclr #16,ssl ;
move #1,lc
rti ; <---- note: "rti" and not "rts" !
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Errata Number: ED33
ENDDO
---- 

Original code:

do #M,label1
.....
.....
do forever,label2
.....
.....
ENDDO
.....
.....

label2
.....
.....

label1

Will be replaced by:

do #M,label1
.....
.....

do forever,label2
.....
.....
JSR     fix_enddo_routine   ; <--- note: 

JSR and not JMP
nop_after_jmp

NOP  ; This instruction should be NOP
.....
.....

label2
.....
.....

label1
....
....

fix_enddo_routine
nop
move #1,lc
bclr #16,ssl
move #nop_after_jmp,la
rti  ; <--- note: "rti" and not "rts"

Pertains to: DSP56300 Family Manual, Section B-4.2, “General Do Restrictions.”
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DSP56374E
Errata Number: ED34

Applies to Mask: 1L60W

Description (added 1/5/99; identified as a Documentation errata 2/1/99)

When stack extansion is enabled, the  read result from stack may be improper if two previous executed instructions cause 
sequential read and write operations with SSH. Two cases are possible: 

Case 1:

For the first executed instruction: move from SSH or bit manipulation on SSH (i.e. jclr, brclr, jset, brset, btst, bsset, jsset, bsclr, 
jsclr).

 For the second executed instruction: move to SSH or bit manipulation on SSH (i.e. jsr, bsr, jscc, bscc).

For the third executed instruction: an SSL or SSH read from the stack result may be improper - move from SSH or SSL  or bit 
manipulation on SSH or  SSL (i.e., bset, bclr, bchg, jclr, brclr, jset, brset, btst, bsset, jsset, bsclr, jsclr).

Workaround: Add two NOP instructions before the third executed instruction.

Case 2:

For the first executed instruction: bit manipulation on SSH (i.e. bset, bclr, bchg).

For the second executed instruction: an SSL or SSH read from the stack result may be improper - move from SSH or SSL  or bit 
manipulation on SSH or  SSL (i.e., bset, bclr, bchg, jclr, brclr, jset, brset, btst, bsset, jsset, bsclr, jsclr).

Workaround: Add two NOP instructions before the second executed instruction.

Pertains to: DSP56300 Family Manual, Appendix B, add a new section called “Stack Extension Enable Restrictions.” Cover 
all cases. Also, in Section 6.3.11.15, add a cross reference to this new section.

Errata Number: ED58

Applies to Mask: 1L60W

Description (Added 10/29/04):

The DSP56374UM fails to note that when the SHI is set in master mode and the SHI clock is an output, Fosc must be greater 
than 8 x sck. i.e. the DSP system clock (Fosc) must be 8 times greater than the SHI clock.

Workaround: Do not use the SHI in master mode as an output when the system clock/shi clock ratio is set to 8 or less.

Pertains to: DSP56374 User Manual, Section 7, Serial Host Interface.

NOTES

1. An over-bar (i.e., xxxx) indicates an active-low signal.
2. The letters in the right column tell which DSP56371 mask numbers apply.

3. The Motorola DSP website has additional documentation updates that can be accessed at the following URL: 

http://www.freescale.com/
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